Innovaccer partners

Supercharge your
growth with the
Innovation Accelerator
Partner Program
The Innovation Accelerator Partner Program encourages healthcare innovation
through close collaboration with select digital health leaders. The program
empowers our partners to think big on their product roadmaps, and we provide
valuable insights into how partners can win customers and deliver an
exceptional experience. By working together and sharing industry knowledge
with our global network of healthcare experts, our partners can improve market
efforts and showcase their strengths to potential partners and customers.
At every membership level, the multitiered program offers qualiﬁed partners a
platform to accelerate growth with breakthrough clinical, ﬁnancial, and
operational solutions through the Innovaccer Health Cloud. As the industry’s
ﬁrst and only full-stack platform, the health cloud combines its Best in KLAS
Data Activation Platform, Application Suite, Innovation Toolkit, and Innovation
Accelerators to propel innovation in healthcare.

Why join the Innovaccer
partner ecosystem?

Expand your business opportunities
by creating intelligent, scalable, and
interoperable solutions with the
#1 healthcare data platform

Use our highly rated Data
Activation Platform

Amplify your
go-to-market efforts

Consolidate claims and clinical data
from more than 1,000 sources to cut
data aggregation costs and expedite
application development.

Raise awareness and generate demand
for your solutions with marketing and
sales support.

Accelerate product development and
time-to-market

Promote your solutions on
the Innovaccer Marketplace

Access FHIR APIs and take advantage of our
developer platform to quickly build modern,
ﬂexible healthcare applications by
aggregating data into uniﬁed patient records.

Publish your applications on the Innovaccer
Marketplace and share your value story with
the rapidly growing Innovaccer Health Cloud
user base.

Dive deep with advanced
healthcare analytics

Access Innovaccer’s growing
network of customers

Integrate your applications into any solution
workﬂow and beneﬁt from advanced
healthcare analytics with AI/ML-driven
predictive insights.

Deploy powerful platform APIs to build
patient-centered solutions and access
untapped sales channels to promote your
products. Get exposure to Innovaccer’s
customers and sell combined solutions
powered by the Innovaccer Health Cloud.

An ecosystem of technology
partners to accelerate
healthcare innovation

Abhinav Shashank, cofounder
and CEO at Innovaccer

“Our data model is unique because it’s
fundamentally organized around the
whole patient. The unified patient
record—a single source of clinical and
financial truth—is at the center of the
Innovaccer Health Cloud’s ecosystem.
That’s what makes this program
distinctive. We’re bringing the industry
together around a common vision and
mission to help healthcare care as one.”

Partner co-innovating on the Innovacer Health Cloud

Beneﬁt highlights
Progressive solutions. Accelerated growth.
Endless possibilities.

Marketing beneﬁts

Product beneﬁts

Beneﬁts
Developer portal access
(documentation, sandbox, API keys, UI components)
Developer support

The program offers partners access to beneﬁts
and resources that help create new opportunities
and differentiate them in their market. Below is a
summary of the beneﬁts available in each tier.

Bronze

Silver

Gold

✓

✓

✓

Limited

✓

✓

Limited

✓

Certiﬁcation and training

✓

Joint solution prototype
Innovaccer Marketplace listing

✓

✓

✓

Innovaccer Partner Pavilion participation*

✓

✓

✓

Annual innovation circle participation*

✓

✓

✓

Marketing support via Innovaccer social media

✓

✓

✓

Co-marketing initiatives and events (online and oﬄine)

Limited

✓

✓

Demand generation support

Limited

✓

✓

Partner solution featured in customer newsletter

Limited

Limited

✓
✓

PR support for partnership announcement

✓

✓

✓

✓

Sales team collaboration*

Limited

✓

GTM pitch support

Limited

✓

Sales beneﬁts

Referral program
Solution showcase at customer networking events

✓

Here’s what our
partners have to say:

“We are excited about the opportunity to partner with Innovaccer and
broaden access with a best-in-class, voice-enabled, AI-powered
assistant that can help clinicians overcome the daily burden of clinical
documentation. The more we can empower the healthcare technology
industry with intuitive digital solutions, the greater the potential we
have to improve the overall care landscape. Innovaccer’s Accelerator
Partner Program is a transformative step in that direction.”
–Jallel Harrati, SVP of Sales at Suki

“More than ever, healthcare is turning to digital solutions to improve
efficient care delivery. DocSpera delivers an intelligent software
platform for surgeons, outpatient, and inpatient ORs to coordinate care
in a highly productive manner. Our partnership with Innovaccer
allows us to drive a seamless AI-based surgical intelligence and
management platform to reduce surgical cancellations and
accelerate patient rebooking—which costs our customers millions
annually—while increasing patient satisfaction.”
–Samuel Ethiopia, Chief Operating Officer at DocSpera

“b.well creates informed, connected consumers, transforming the way
people interact with healthcare. Our partnership with Innovaccer
enables more health systems to shift to a consumer-centric approach
and opens doors in a whole new way to their populations. Our
customers are being rewarded with increased engagement and are
seeing complete patient health profiles for the first time. Personalized
patient communication is driving improved health and financial
outcomes for all involved.”
–Kristen Valdes, CEO of b.well Connected Health

Build once. Scale fast.
Accelerate innovation together.
Interested in the Partner Program?
Contact us by scanning this QR code.

